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Abstract
To achieve good performance, modern applications often partition their state across multiple geographically distributed nodes. While this approach reduces latency in the common case, it can be challenging for programmers to use correctly, especially in applications that require strong consistency. We introduce predictive treaties, a mechanism that can significantly reduce distributed coordination without losing strong consistency. The central insight behind our approach is that many computations can be expressed in terms of predicates over distributed state that can be partitioned and enforced locally. Predictive treaties improve on previous work by allowing the locally enforced predicates to depend on time. Intuitively, by predicting the evolution of system state, coordination can be significantly reduced compared to static approaches. We implemented predictive treaties in a distributed system that exposes them in an intuitive programming model. We evaluate performance on several benchmarks, including TPC-C, showing that predictive treaties can significantly increase performance by orders of magnitude and can even outperform customized algorithms.

1 Introduction
In an ideal world, programmers could write high-performance distributed applications using abstractions that provide strong, easy-to-understand consistency guarantees. Unfortunately, programmers today usually choose between performance and strong consistency. Mechanisms that ensure strong consistency, such as serializable transactions, offer a simple programming model but generally require costly synchronization. On the other hand, mechanisms that avoid synchronization, such as conflict-free replicated data types (CRDTs), are limited in the operations they support or the consistency they provide. Hence, they can be difficult to use correctly.

This work develops a new mechanism, predictive treaties, that helps move toward the best of both worlds: strong consistency with reduced synchronization. The key insight is that future updates to the results of computations can often be cheaply predicted with reasonable accuracy based on previous updates. Moreover, these predictions can be used to avoid remote data access without harming consistency guarantees that applications rely on.

Predictive treaties capture the predictability of computation using logical predicates over system state. For instance, if a deterministic computation $f(x)$ produces a value $y$, a corresponding predicate $f(x) = y$ holds. As long as $x$ does not change, the value $y$ can be cached and reused without recomputing $f(x)$, which might otherwise read data $x$ located on a remote node. This essential insight has been exploited by the previous work on warranties [32] and homeostasis [43]. Predictive treaties improve performance through more optimistic, accurate estimates of how long a predicate will hold. The key novelty is the introduction of metrics, which measure the expected “distance” to the violation of a predicate and predict how this distance will change. Metrics allow predictive treaties to be time-dependent: predictive treaties not only model the current state of the system, but also anticipate how the state will change as a function of time. For example, if $f(x)$ above computes the amount of stock in a warehouse, a predictive treaty might guarantee the inequality $f(x) > 100 - t$, where $t$ represents elapsed time in minutes. Such a treaty...
would allow this inequality (and any other predicate it implies) to be evaluated without any distributed communication. Note that a predictive treaty is not an invariant in the strictest sense, as it is not guaranteed to hold for all time. Even so, our evaluation shows that time dependence allows predictive treaties to reduce synchronization by orders of magnitude for some applications.

Another novelty of predictive treaties is that they can be hierarchical: a treaty can be enforced by a set of other predictive treaties when the predicates in the lower-level treaties collectively imply the predicate in the top-level treaty. In cases where lower-level predictive treaties are each defined with respect to the local state at a single node, updates to that local state can be handled without synchronization, provided the update does not invalidate any local treaties. Thus, the higher-level predicate can be enforced locally, without synchronization. By structuring predictive treaties into a well-designed hierarchy, it is possible to build systems in which distributed synchronization tends to involve small subgroups of nodes with good locality.

Of course, predictive treaties are not free: there are costs associated with creating and maintaining run-time objects to represent metrics and predicates. In a naive implementation, these costs could be greater than the costs associated with executing the distributed application itself. To help reduce this overhead, we introduce stipulated commit, a mechanism that allows the programmer to propose updates which are applied only if doing so does not violate a treaty. As shown in our evaluation, stipulated commit enables building distributed applications using simple predictive treaties whose performance is competitive with hand-written code.

In summary, this paper explores the design and implementation of predictive treaties as a primitive for distributed programming, and makes the following contributions:

- We introduce predictive treaties and illustrate how their time dependence allows communication to be avoided, by using trends in local updates to predict future state.
- We show that with acceptable cost, metrics can be maintained that predict state evolution with sufficient accuracy to support predictive treaties.
- We demonstrate that hierarchical predictive treaties can be used to localize and reduce synchronization costs.
- We introduce stipulated commit as a programming abstraction that simplifies obtaining good performance from predictive treaties.

2 System Model

Applications are assumed to run on a distributed system comprising multiple geodistributed host nodes that store data objects and perform computation. Each object’s current state is stored at a single location (its store). A store may be implemented by a machine or by a set of machines, possibly replicated across an availability zone\(^1\) for high availability. We abstract from such implementation details of a store and just treat it as a single node.

Clients can read and modify objects at one or more stores within a distributed transaction. The system uses a commit protocol, such as two-phase commit (2PC) [11], to ensure that transactions are linearizable (strictly serializable) [24, 39]. Thus, unlike some prior work (e.g., [8, 9]) that enforces notions of consistency defined in terms of programmer-specified invariants, we assume that the underlying system offers strong consistency by default.

We refer to the system state as seen by a transaction as the current system state; it is the set of object values that result from applying previously committed transactions in the serialization order guaranteed by strict serializability. In a running transaction that has not yet committed, an object may take on a new value that is not yet visible to other transactions, and this object value may be cached at the client(s) performing the transaction. Once the transaction is committed, the new object value is updated at the object’s store and becomes part of the current system state.

For transactions that span multiple geodistributed stores, the high communication latency can reduce throughput and increase contention with other transactions. Our goal is to avoid distributed synchronization, where client requests wait for communication over long distances. In particular, we aim to avoid multi-store transactions, whose commit protocols require such synchronization. Background messages sent outside of client-initiated transactions are not considered synchronizations if they are unlikely to delay client requests.

We assume that system nodes maintain loosely synchronized clocks that agree with only limited precision. This assumption is reasonable; the accuracy of clock synchronization offered by older protocols such as NTP [36] and Marzullo’s algorithm [34] already suffices for the results presented in this paper. In fact, recent work has shown that clocks can be kept synchronized with much greater precision and with failure rates that are lower than a host of other more serious failures such as bad CPUs [15, 20, 28, 44].

3 Predictive Treaties by Example: Voting

We begin by considering a simple application where predictive treaties prove useful: a voting system that totals the votes for candidates in an election. Votes arrive at one of some number of geographically distributed voting stations and must be tallied to obtain candidate totals. The application keeps track of which candidate is leading—a global property—and makes this information widely available. While accurate up-to-the-minute winner determination is not a feature of current voting systems, it is paradigmatic of a broader class of applications requiring tracking of data aggregates [6, 14, 40].

\(^1\)A group of data centers with low latency between them.
local predicates: the system falls back to synchronization to ensure consistency when predictive treaties no longer hold.

Ignoring questions of how to obtain local predicates and of how to choose values for $k_1$ and $k_2$, what we have described thus far corresponds to the approach taken in prior work [43]. We show next how to further improve performance using predictive treaties, which generalize static predicates with mechanisms for predicting the evolution of system state in order to reduce synchronization.

### 3.2 Time-Dependent Treaties

Assume voting stations are associated with populations that each exhibit their own overall preference for the candidates. Further, for simplicity, assume that voters cast votes independently with different biases at the two sites. In this case, there may be some variation in the local margin observed at each node, but a trend is likely to be observable over a long series of votes. For example, if the population at node $S_1$ is split 60–40 for candidate $A$, and an equal-sized population at node $S_2$ is split 48–52, then the margin for $A$ at $S_1$ is likely to increase over time, whereas the margin for $A$ at $S_2$ is likely to (more slowly) decrease over time. In this case, we say that $S_1$ is a positively biased node, because its updates tend to increase the slack of the global predicate. Conversely, $S_2$ is a negatively biased node: its updates tend to decrease the slack of the global predicate. Assuming that voting patterns do not change over time, it is likely that the total bias across all nodes will be positive, meaning that the global predicate is unlikely to be violated soon.

Note that the assumption of independence of voting does not need to hold perfectly. What is key is that there are predictable trends over time periods that are long enough to be useful for reducing synchronization. If votes are correlated with time—for example, if $B$ voters tend to vote later than $A$ voters, then the trend may depend on time, and global bias could become negative as the trend switches.

We can take advantage of these underlying trends by creating time-dependent treaties that automatically track the evolution of system state. Suppose that the nodes have the biases above (the system is positively biased), and for simplicity, that votes arrive at an average rate of one vote per time unit at each site. Then the expected rate of increase in global slack from node $S_1$ is 0.2 votes per time unit, whereas $S_2$ is expected to decrease global slack by 0.04 votes per time unit. We can then define local predicates that incorporate these slack velocities. For some constants $k_1$, $k_2$, $r_1$, and $r_2$, node $S_1$ enforces a local predicate—a predictive treaty—with the form $m_1 > r_1 t + k_1$, and $S_2$ enforces $m_2 > r_2 t + k_2$. If the sum $k_1 + k_2$ is no larger than the initial global slack and the sum $r_1 + r_2$ is
nonnegative, the conjunction of these local treaties enforces the global treaty, as depicted in Figure 1.

The parameters \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) allow building slack velocities into the local predicates with the effect that slack is continuously transferred between nodes without any synchronization. If \( r_1 < 0.2 \) and \( r_2 < -0.04 \) (with \( r_1 + r_2 \geq 0 \) as before), the local predicates at \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) can remain true indefinitely, despite the negative bias of \( S_2 \). Specifically, if we choose \( r_1 = 0.12 \) and \( r_2 = -0.12 \), local slack is expected to accumulate, equally fast, at both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \).

Of course, it would be awkward for programmers to have to choose values for parameters like \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \). Fortunately, they do not need to make this choice. The predictive treaties framework selects them automatically—see Section 4.5.

### 3.3 Preliminary Evaluation

To see the potential performance benefits of predictive treaties, consider the results from a distributed implementation of the two-station scenario just described, shown in Figure 2. (Section 7 presents the implementation in more detail.) Stations receive 100 votes per second. The program creates a treaty after 30 seconds of voting with the given biases and measures the time until the system must synchronize to create new treaties. The time to this first synchronization is a proxy for the median time between synchronizations. The figure compares three strategies for avoiding synchronization, combining data from 100 trials for each. The dotted red line shows the result when dividing slack equally between the nodes, in a manner similar to that of some previous work [6, 16]. The dashed green line shows the result when using knowledge of the workload to optimally give most of the slack to the negatively biased node; this strategy, which almost doubles the median time to first synchronization, is most similar to the homeostasis approach [43], which uses workload data to approximate the optimal static division of slack. However, predictive treaties reduce synchronization even more dramatically, as shown by the solid blue line in the figure.

Synchronization is usually avoided entirely, improving significantly on even the best possible static division of slack. In fact, because predictive treaties adapt to stable trends in the updates, the intervals between synchronizations actually tend to increase over time.

### 3.4 Hierarchical Treaties

A typical voting system would have more than two voting stations. The approach sketched above can be generalized directly to an arbitrary number of nodes by dividing up slack and slack velocity among all participating nodes. However, this approach does not scale well: the rate of synchronization increases because there are more predictive treaties that can individually fail, and the cost of synchronization also increases because more nodes need to achieve consensus on the new predictive treaties to be enforced subsequently.

A better alternative is to enforce predictive treaties hierarchically. As described above, a predicate of the form \( m_1 + m_2 > 0 \), where \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the margins at the two nodes, can be enforced via predictive treaties of the form \( m_1 > r_1 t + k_1 \) and \( m_2 > -r_1 t - k_1 \). But this strategy can be generalized. Assertions of the form \( m_i > r_i t + k_i \) can themselves be enforced recursively via lower-level predictive treaties at other nodes.

Hence, we can organize the voting stations into a tree in which connected nodes, especially near the leaves of the tree, are located near each other to reduce communication latency. Each tree node enforces a predictive treaty. Leaf nodes accept votes that update state and that potentially violate the predictive treaty which the node is enforcing. Interior nodes enforce predictive treaties of the same form by negotiating predictive treaties with their child nodes based on the relative bias of those nodes. Slack and velocity are distributed from the root downward in such a way that predicate failures occur infrequently and when they occur, usually do not propagate changes high into the treaty tree.

As the results in Section 7 show, hierarchical predictive treaties allow synchronization to be localized to just part of the system, involving relatively few nodes that are connected with relatively low latency.

### 4 Predictive Treaties and Metrics

We now present our approach in more formal manner, introducing predictive treaties as well as metrics, which enable efficient and largely automatic enforcement.

#### 4.1 Predictive Treaties

A predictive treaty is a time-limited predicate on the value of a metric computation and the current time

\[
\phi(m(s), t) \text{ until } t_{\text{exp}}
\]  

(1)
The predicate is guaranteed to be true until the associated expiry time has passed or until the treaty is explicitly retracted. Note that these predicates are not necessarily invariants of the system state, and may only hold briefly.

The components of the treaty are as follows:

- \( m : S \to \tau \) is a metric, which represents a computation on a system state \( s \in S \), with a result of type \( \tau \).
- \( \phi : \tau \times \mathbb{T} \to \mathbb{B} \) is a boolean predicate over the metric’s value and the current time \( t \).
- \( t_{\text{expiry}} \) is the expiry time, after which the predicate \( \phi \) is no longer guaranteed to be true.

The general form of predictive treaty (1) is a predicate over both the state \( s \) and time \( t \). Time is left out of the metric, and is therefore treated differently from other parts of system state. This simplification is useful because the system has no control over how time evolves.

The voting example in Section 3 demonstrates threshold treaties, in which the predicate \( \phi \) checks a time-dependent vector threshold against a vector-valued metric:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{predicate } \phi & \\
\bar{m}(s) & \geq \bar{b}(t) \quad \text{until } t_{\text{expiry}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

Here, the metric type \( \tau \) is \( \mathbb{R}^n \) for some number of dimensions \( n \). For the treaty to hold, the predicate’s inequality \( \bar{m}(s) \geq \bar{b}(t) \) must hold componentwise; effectively, the predictive treaty enforces a conjunction of \( n \) scalar constraints that share an expiration time.

Threshold treaties model two intuitions from Section 3:

- To enforce distributed assertions with low synchronization, we use local assertions that are “far” from being violated. The metric represents the current system state as a point in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) that is compared with a boundary \( \bar{b}(t) \). When the metric’s location is far from the boundary, the treaty is similarly far from being violated.
- Slack can be implicitly shifted between nodes by having their treaties vary with time. The boundary term \( \bar{b}(t) \) shifts over time to either reduce or increase slack.

Threshold treaties have a variety of uses and can be maintained with low synchronization overhead. Linear threshold treaties, in which the boundary \( \bar{b}(t) \) depends linearly on \( t \), are particularly useful, as in the voting example.

As in prior systems [2, 3, 15, 29, 30, 44], we rely on loosely synchronized clocks. We account for possible skew \( \varepsilon \) between clocks by enforcing the most conservative interpretation of a predictive treaty—i.e., assume that clocks may differ by \( \varepsilon \).

### 4.2 Enforcing Predictive Treaties

We say that a predictive treaty created at time \( t_{\text{create}} \) holds if for all times \( t \in (t_{\text{create}}, t_{\text{expiry}}) \), the predicate \( \phi(m(s), t) \) holds. In other words, a predictive treaty holds if, after its creation, and at any time before \( t_{\text{expiry}} \), a distributed application can use it in place of a strongly consistent computation that explicitly checks the predicate.

A predicate \( \phi(m(s), t) \) that currently holds may be violated (i.e., stop holding) in two ways:

- An update to the system state may change the value of the metric \( m \) from value \( m(s) = v \) to a new value \( m(s') = v' \), such that \( \phi(v', t) \) is false.
- As time passes, the predicate may become false due to its dependence on \( t \). In the case of threshold treaties, \( \bar{b}(t) \) can grow with time and become larger than the value of \( \bar{m}(s) \) in the current system state.

For a given system state, the future time \( t_{\text{fail}} \) when this second scenario occurs, if any, can be determined from the current value of \( m(s) \), assuming \( \bar{b}(t) \) is suitably well-behaved. Therefore, to ensure that a predictive treaty holds, the system can invalidate the treaty if \( t_{\text{expiry}} \leq t_{\text{fail}} \), if it exists. This may invalidate the treaty if \( t_{\text{expiry}} \) is set to earlier than the current time.

A direct method for enforcing predictive treaties is to re-compute \( m \) and update \( t_{\text{expiry}} \) as needed on each update to the state \( s \) supplied to the metric \( m \). However, recomputing \( m \) can be expensive and may require synchronization if it reads state from more than one node. A different strategy that avoids this synchronization is to enforce multiple local subtreaties that in conjunction imply the original, higher-level treaty. The subtreaties are local in the sense that they depend on local state, so they can be enforced without synchronization. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3, where a global predicate \( \phi(m(s), t) \) is enforced using subtreaties \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). As long as system state \( s \) stays within the intersection of \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), it also satisfies \( \phi(m(s), t) \). Using subtreaties to enforce a predictive treaty, \( t_{\text{expiry}} \) only needs to be updated for the original predictive treaty if the minimum expiration time of the subtreaties has become earlier than \( t_{\text{expiry}} \). Hence, the system requires less synchronization if subtreaties are chosen so that the minimum of their expiration times is unlikely to change, despite changes to the state read by their metrics.

### 4.3 Metrics

The metric in a predictive treaty is an object that tracks the value of a computation over stored state. The implementation
of a metric may also track statistics for modeling how this value evolves over time. These update statistics can help predict future changes and, as a result, enable estimation of how long the predicate in the treaty will hold. We discuss specifics of a statistical model used for threshold treaty predictions in Section 4.4.

There are two kinds of metrics, direct and derived:

**Direct metrics.** Direct metrics are computed directly from the state of the system, and are updated as the system state evolves. Recall that in the hierarchical voting system example, there is a tree of predictive treaties. Each leaf node in the tree maintains a direct metric for the margin observed at that node. As votes come in, changing the margin, the metric and its estimated statistics are updated.

**Derived metrics.** Derived metrics are used for hierarchical predictive treaties. They depend on other metrics. In the hierarchical voting system, each interior node maintains derived metrics, which in this case are aggregate margins for the subtree at that point, like the node labeled $m_1 + m_2$ in Figure 1. To avoid synchronization, the state of a derived metric is constructed using the state of its submetrics and is not updated until nodes are otherwise required to synchronize. When a node maintaining a derived metric synchronizes with the nodes maintaining the source metrics, the statistics for the source metrics are combined to construct statistics for the derived metric.

The hierarchy created using derived metrics creates a metrics tree, with direct metrics as the leaves and derived metrics as the internal and root nodes. Metrics trees are analogous to abstract syntax trees for representing program structure in compilers or logical plans in databases; their structure guides the system when automatically creating subtreaties.

### 4.4 Models for Predicting Metrics

Accurate prediction of the system trajectory depends on tracking not only the current value of metrics, but also other attributes. For threshold treaties, the expected metric velocity (that is, rate of change in $\mathbb{R}^n$) allows the system to estimate how long it will take for a given predictive treaty to fail. This estimation allows choosing predictive treaties at multiple nodes that allocate slack so that the earliest predictive treaty violation is expected to happen as late as possible.

Of course, system state does not typically exhibit perfectly predictable behavior. To predict the value of a metric, some model of its behavior is needed. If the model is inaccurate, it can harm performance, but not consistency.

We have explored a simple model for numeric metrics, as a random variable $M$ that is the sum of two processes: a predictable linear process and a scaled Brownian process [12] that represents the accumulation of random variation. The variable $M$ is defined as $M = m_0 + v t + \sigma B_t$, where the linear process currently has value $m_0$ and moves at constant velocity $v$. The Brownian process $\sigma B_t$ at time $t$ has a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation $\sigma \sqrt{t}$. A numeric metric is therefore characterized by three parameters: $m_0$, $v$, $\sigma$.

For example, in the voting example of Section 3.2, at site $S_1$ (where votes are split 60–40), the margin is a Markov chain that is approximated well by parameters $m_0 = 0$, $v = 0.2$, and $\sigma = 0.98$.

If underlying system state changes in an approximately linear way, it is reasonable to use a linear model for the non-random component of the metric; we have no evidence that more complex models of metric behavior will be worthwhile. Work in settings with weaker consistency needs have found that linear models often work well in practice, with diminishing returns for more sophisticated models [21]. However, a larger class of functions could be captured by including a transformation in the metric. For example, a quantity expected to vary exponentially over time can be converted into a linear metric by using the logarithm of the quantity as the metric. Quantities expected to vary polynomially could be similarly transformed to more nearly linear behavior.

In our system, numeric direct metrics create estimates of $v$ and $\sigma$. These estimates, in addition to the current value $m_0$, are used by the system when constructing predictive treaties. To accommodate changes in workload over time, we use an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [13, 25, 35]. With a moving average, old behavior of the metric is forgotten over time, at the price of lower accuracy for stable workloads. In the case of a derived metric, estimates are derived from the parameter estimates of the derived metric’s submetrics.

### 4.5 Choosing Treaty Parameters Automatically

When using predictive treaties, programmers are only required to specify the top-level treaties used by their application. Any subtreaties needed to avoid synchronization are automatically chosen by the runtime system. Subtreaties are chosen by a recursive procedure that starts from the top-level treaty metric and works down the metrics tree. At each derived metric $m$ (a parent node in the metrics tree), subtreaties are chosen for the submetrics using a two-step procedure similar to syntax-directed translation in compilers [4] and to query planning in databases [7].

First, our implementation uses templates for the subtreaties, similar to the local treaty templates used in the homeostasis protocol [43]. Templates are predicates with parameters to be filled with specific values. The form of subtreaty templates is determined by the form of the derived metric and the form of its treaty’s predicate. For example, if the derived metric is a sum and the treaty’s predicate is a threshold, as in the voting example, the system may choose subtreaty templates specifying thresholds on each summand. Thus, in the voting example in Section 3, each subtreaty $\gamma$ uses a template of the form $\geq r_\gamma t + k_\gamma$, with parameters $r_\gamma$ and $k_\gamma$. Alternatively, if the derived metric is a minimum of other metrics and the treaty predicate is the strict equality $\min(x, y, z) = 5$, the
templates chosen by the system could be an equality for the current minimum metric argument, and thresholds for the other arguments. If $x$ were the current minimum argument, subtreaty templates would take the form $x = x_f$, $y \geq y_f$ and $z \geq z_f$. 

Second, the parameters in subtreaty templates are filled with specific values chosen by solving a constrained optimization problem. This problem corresponds to maximizing the predicted risk until any subtreaty will become invalid, subject to constraints that ensure the subtreaties imply the original treaty holds. Predictions for how long each subtreaty will hold are based on the predictive model discussed in Section 4.4. This constrained optimization problem ensures the subtreaties chosen are expected to avoid synchronization as long as possible according to the predictive model.

For example, consider the two-station voting scenario in Section 3, where the first and second stations have respective margins $m_1$ and $m_2$, with estimated velocities $v_1$ and $v_2$, and noise $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$. With the treaty $m_1 + m_2 \geq 0$ and templates $m_1 \geq r_1 t + k_1$ and $m_2 \geq r_2 t + k_2$, the system solves the optimization problem:

$$\arg\max \ (\min(t_1, t_2))$$

subject to constraints that ensure the subtreaties imply the original treaty is valid.

For simple cases, our implementation directly solves for parameters; for example, the treaty $\min(x, y) \geq 5$ using templates $x \geq a_r$ and $y \geq b_r$ has optimal parameter value 5 for both $a_r$ and $b_r$. In more complex cases, our implementation solves for parameters using a numerical optimization library.

### 4.6 Expiration

The general form of a predictive treaty in Equation (1) includes an expiration time $t_{\text{expiry}}$. This component is useful for enforcing application-level predicate that include an expiration time, as in the case of warranties [32]. However, there is a deeper reason why expiration times are needed.

As discussed in Section 3, a time-dependent predictive treaty can transfer slack continuously from positively biased local treaties to negatively biased ones. A threshold predictive treaty is positively biased at time $t$ if the term $b(t)$ is increasing over time, presumably because the workload updates are also positively biased. In the simple case of a linear bound $b(t) = rt + c$, the sign of $r$ determines the treaty bias.

Predictive treaties that are not positively biased remain valid in the absence of updates to the state $s$ because the bound $b(t)$ remains fixed or moves away from the metric value. Therefore, these predictive treaties can be enforced by forcing synchronization when updates arrive that would require them to be retracted. This synchronization may cause the global assertion to fail but its failure will be serializable and observations of state will remain consistent.

**Positively** biased predictive treaties, however, build in an expectation that incoming updates generate slack in the underlying metric. Consequently, if updates cease, a positively biased treaty becomes invalid simply through the passage of time. In general, there is no way to prevent such invalidations.

For example, Figure 4 shows a predictive treaty with the form $m(s) \geq 0.5t + 2$, corresponding to the gray diagonal line. The metric is required to stay above this line. At time 0, the metric has value 5. Absent any updates, the treaty becomes invalid at time 8, so synchronization-free enforcement of the treaty requires that the value of $t_{\text{expiry}}$ be at most 8.

**Hedging.** It would be safe in this example to use 8 as $t_{\text{expiry}}$, but updates could not be safely accepted by the node if they reduced the metric below its initial value; synchronization would be required. Any reduction below the initial value could make the predictive treaty become invalid before the promised expiration date. To allow some slack-reducing updates to occur without synchronization, the expiration time can be artificially shortened, as suggested by the lower dashed line in the figure. The amount of expiration-time hedging should depend on the noise parameter $\sigma$, to balance the cost of making the expiration time too short against the possible cost of synchronization arising from slack-reducing updates.

**Asynchronous extensions.** As time passes, a node managing a positively biased predictive treaty expects updates which increase the expiration time that it could promise to other
nodes. Importantly, these extensions can be communicated asynchronously. The managing node can at any time send out extension messages to other nodes, increasing the expiration time of the predictive treaty. There is no need for recipients to acknowledge the message or for the sender to wait for a response; a lost or delayed message may lead to unnecessary synchronization but cannot cause inconsistency. Sending extension messages is also discretionary. To avoid gratuitous overhead, the sending node can wait until just before the previously advertised expiration time to send out an extension message. Because such messages do not incur round-trip delays and do not delay client transactions, we do not consider them to be synchronizations.

5 Using Predictive Treaties

Predictive treaties and metrics enable complex, efficient implementations for distributed applications. The API is simple and intuitive, however.

5.1 Programming with Treaties and Metrics

Part of the appeal of predictive treaties is that they support a simple programming interface. To demonstrate this simplicity, Figure 5(b) gives the top-level code for the voting example, using several supporting definitions from Figure 5(a). The function \( \text{winner}() \) defines the top-level computation: it computes the election winner while memoizing the result by generating a treaty that can be used later to check the result. Under the covers, the implementation enforces the underlying predictive treaties to keep this result valid for as long as possible, avoiding recomputation and synchronization.

The method \( \text{winner}() \) computes a \( \text{Metric} \) for the margin between the candidates across a set of voting stations, using a helper method \( \text{margin}() \) that builds a metrics tree by partitioning the voting stations and recursively computing the sub-margins for those stations, combining the results into a single \( \text{Metric} \) using the \( \text{plus} \) operation. Depending on the sign of the resulting margin, \( \text{winner}() \) then uses \( \text{getTreaty}() \) to generate a predictive treaty for either the returned \( \text{Metric} \) or its negation (using the \( \text{times}(-1) \) operation). The parameters to the call to \( \text{getTreaty}() \) represents the lower bound on the value, set to 0 here. Figure 6 shows the tree of metrics used in the voting example. The association between the returned winner and the treaty can be treated as enforcing assertions of the form \( f(s) = y \).

Figure 5(a) defines the interfaces for objects of type \( \text{Treaty} \), \( \text{TreatyStatement} \), and \( \text{Metric} \). After a treaty is created, \( \text{valid}() \) returns true until the treaty expires. \( \text{Metric} \) objects provide methods for computing their value(), estimating their velocity() and noise(), and for obtaining derived metrics. The method \( \text{policy(stmt)} \) automatically creates subtreaties to enforce a predictive treaty enforcing the given statement on the metric’s value(), using subtreaty templates.
and numerical optimization as discussed in Section 4.5. If no subtreaties are returned, the statement is enforced directly.

In our example, votes at an individual station are tracked using metrics that can be updated directly by the application. Votes across stations are tracked using SumMetrics and ScaledMetrics (produced by the plus and minus operators), which use the methods velocity() and noise() to divide up slack proportionally between their sub-metrics.

5.2 Stipulated Commit
To reduce the overhead of creating and maintaining predictive treaties, it can be better to beg forgiveness than to ask permission. The predictive treaties programming interface converts logical conditions that the programmer wants to test into treaties that are monitored and enforced. However, creating and maintaining a treaty (“asking permission”) has a cost that is not worth paying if the treaty cannot be reused enough. Unfortunately, programs as written often test logical conditions that are not worth promoting into treaties.

One problematic pattern arises when an application performs certain updates only if a postcondition would hold afterward, but where the success of the update depends on varying input. For example, in a banking application, a withdrawal from an account might be allowed only if the final account balance is nonnegative. Traditionally, a programmer would enforce such a postcondition by checking a sufficiently strong precondition before performing the update. For example, the banking application might guard the withdrawal with code like the following:

```java
if (balance - amount >= 0)
    balance -= amount;
```

However, this code does not expose a reusable predicate: first, the guard condition depends on the quantity amount, which may vary from request to request; second, when the balance is low, the guard condition may be immediately violated by the update.

To make reusable treaties easier to express, the programming interface allows the specification of stipulations, postconditions that must hold after some set of updates is applied. The updates are performed optimistically, but if the resulting state does not satisfy the stipulations, the updates are rolled back and are not committed (“begging forgiveness”). The application then has the opportunity to perform alternative actions. In the banking example, it is enough to check that a treaty of the form balance ≥ 0 would still be valid after the update to the balance. This predicate is reusable because it does not mention the amount being withdrawn, and it is never invalidated by withdrawals.

Actual code for the withdrawal transaction using stipulated commit is shown in Figure 7. In this code, the account balance is sharded across two sites in balance_us and balance_eu, which may become negative as long as their sum (balance) remains nonnegative. The keyword atomic starts a nested

```java
Metric balance_us, balance_eu;
Metric balance = balance_us.plus(balance_eu);
int withdraw(int amount) {
    atomic {
        balance.requireStipulation(new LowerBound(0));
        // withdraw from the appropriate shard
        withdraw_locally(amount);
        return amount;
    } catch (StipulationFailure f) {
        return 0;
    }
}
```

**Figure 7.** Using stipulated commit to withdraw money from a sharded balance.

transaction that aborts and rolls back all of its updates if an exception occurs.

In cases where an existing treaty already asserts the postcondition, it is enough to check that the enforcement logic, described in Section 4.2, does not determine that the treaty is violated by this transaction. Thus, stipulated commit uses treaties to avoid synchronization using the same underlying mechanisms. On the other hand, if there is no active treaty for a satisfied postcondition, a treaty is automatically created and activated, ensuring that later transactions can avoid synchronization in their postcondition checks.

While stipulated commit relies on a rollback mechanism, it has a subtle difference from previous mechanisms for nested transactions: reads performed when checking the treaty state-postcondition must be treated as part of the parent transaction, even if the postcondition fails. This ensures the serializability of application logic that depends on the failure.

6 Implementation
We implemented predictive treaties and the API described in Section 5 on top of Fabric [31]. Fabric is a persistent programming language that supports nested, distributed transactions. Fabric’s security features are not germane to this work, but its support for linearizable multistore transactions and optimistic concurrency control make it a good fit for the geodistributed setting. However, we made a few changes to Fabric to support predictive treaties.

Ignoring comments and blank lines, the implementation added about 5,000 lines of FabIL and Java code to implement the API and changed about 4,000 lines of Java code in the Fabric runtime.

**Checking the expiration of predictive treaties in 2PC.** Fabric’s transactions are strictly serializable, so a transaction’s reads and writes behave as if they happen atomically in a single step. Because a predictive treaty’s validity depends on the relation between t<sub>exp</sub> and the current time, the use of a predictive treaty in a transaction must behave as if it was performed at the time the transaction was committed. Therefore, the
transaction protocol must determine for each transaction a commit time that respects strict serializability.

Our implementation sets the commit time of a transaction to be the latest time at which the prepare phase finished read- and write-locking the persisted objects at any of the stores. This commit time respects strict serial ordering because it is guaranteed to be within the period of time the transaction appears to have occurred and will be strictly before or after the times other (possibly conflicting) transactions are applied.

We modified Fabric’s prepare-phase responses to include the time after all objects at the store have been prepared. The coordinator is modified so that, if there are no failed prepares, the latest of these timestamps is compared against the expiration times of predictive treaties that appear valid to the transaction. If all predictive treaties expiration times are later than the commit time, the coordinator sends out a commit message. Otherwise, an abort message is sent and the coordinator retries the transaction. During the retry, the new attempt will either observe the treaties used as invalid or updated by another transaction with longer expiries.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to address several questions:
1. Do predictive treaties reduce synchronization? (§3)
2. How does bias difference affect synchronization? (§7.1)
3. How does this scale with the number of sites? (§7.1)
4. What happens when the model’s assumption of a stable update trend is violated? (§7.1)
5. Does hierarchy reduce synchronization costs? (§7.1)
6. Do predictive treaties work on realistic workloads? (§7.2)
7. How does performance compare with prior related techniques? (§7.2, 7.3)
8. Does stipulated commit help performance? (§7.3)

The first question is answered by our initial results given in Section 3: using predictive treaties in the voting example can significantly reduce synchronization. We now explore the remaining questions.

7.1 Voting Microbenchmark

In Section 3, we implemented the voting example as a microbenchmark. We make further use of the microbenchmark to investigate questions 2–5.

Behavior with different biases. We ran a series of variations of the voting example in which we varied the voting bias of the pro-A station to see how the results change with the overall bias in the system. In each experiment, the pro-B station is biased with 48% of votes for A, as in the previous experiment, and the pro-A station prefers A at 56% and 60%. As in Section 3, we run votes for 30 seconds and then create a treaty that asserts the current winner is in the lead. We then measure the time that elapses until either a query or voting transaction must synchronize with a remote station, stopping after 400 seconds if there are no synchronizations. This measured time captures how often the voting application would require client transactions to synchronize.

The results are shown in Figure 8. When the overall bias of the system trends toward favoring neither candidate, there is less time between synchronization for all strategies. This occurs because the expected margin between the two candidates is lower and therefore there is less slack to allocate across the two sites. With predictive treaties, synchronization is avoided entirely when trends are stable, even in less biased scenarios. In nearly all cases where the trials hit the cutoff time, the system state was such that the treaties would continue to hold indefinitely; slack was increasing in all stations, reducing the likelihood of synchronization.

Scaling with number of sites. To see how our approach scaled with the number of voting stations, we ran additional comparisons using 4 and 8 voting sites. Each additional pair of voting stations had the same biases and voting rates as the two stations in the previous experiment, ensuring that the overall system bias was the same, 54% votes for candidate A overall, while the voting rates scaled with the number of stations. The measurement is the same as before: the distribution of time from the treaty being created until a client transaction needed to synchronize with a remote station.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 9. For static strategies, the time until synchronization is required with either static strategy falls as the number of stations increases. With predictive treaties, few trials ever synchronize even in the largest configuration. This is because the predictive treaties are time-varying and implicitly shift slack.

Adapting to changing update trends. Predictive treaties are extremely effective in avoiding synchronization in scenarios where updates exhibit a stable trend. This is the assumption of our predictive model: past trends in updates can be used to predict future behavior. However, in many realistic workloads this might not be the case: a video may suddenly go viral or
the underdog candidate’s voters show up in strength later in the day. To evaluate how well predictive treaties adapt to a sudden change in update trends, we ran a scenario where the bias in voting suddenly changes after a period. We started the system with 2 stations and an overall bias of 54% pro-A and ran it for 10 seconds of warmup, voting only, followed by 2 minutes with querying. Then, clients flip the voting bias to a new overall bias of 46% pro-A, which we ran for another 13 minutes. During this period, B is expected to pull ahead of A.

In this and following experiments, network latencies between locations are set to simulate round-trip times (RTT) between different Amazon EC2 regions, based on real latency data from Roy et al. [43]. This allows us to validate system behavior under realistic geodistributed conditions. The RTT between each pair of regions ranges between 64 and 372 ms.

In Figure 10, we see the results of this experiment with 2 stations using predictive treaties measuring the 99th percentile latencies of votes and winner queries throughout the run. After the shift in bias, the votes start to tip the margin in favor of B. During this tipping period votes take longer because they must check whether they require retractions for the pre-existing treaties, stating that A is still the winner, and queries take longer as the treaties enforcing the previous result are being retracted. However, eventually the system stabilizes to a new bias and winner, and tail latencies become relatively stable again, with occasional spikes to adjust to new subtreaties. Thus, we see that predictive treaties are able to adapt to changes in bias.

Benefits of hierarchical structure. Another feature of predictive treaties relevant to adapting to changes in bias is that predictive treaties can be constructed hierarchically. Hierarchical structures allows updates to avoid renegotiating the top-level treaty whenever it violates a local treaty, reducing the number of locations the update synchronizes with. To demonstrate the effectiveness of hierarchy, we ran the same experiment but with 4 stations, with station 3 similar to 1 but in Ireland and station 4 similar to 2 but in Singapore.

The result of this comparison, in Figure 11, shows that the maximum 99th percentile latency per second of vote operations rises much higher for the flat organization. In the flat organization, all synchronization occurs across all 4 sites, increasing peak latencies and creating more contention with other transactions. However, the hierarchical organization allows synchronization to sometimes be localized to pairs of sites that are nearby each other, reducing peak latencies.

7.2 Distributed Top-k Monitoring

Babcock and Olston [6] showed how to efficiently monitor the top k items from a set with sharded counts, by tracking the validity of constraints across the distributed system. We implemented a simpler alternative top-k monitoring algorithm, taking advantage of predictive treaties to automatically construct and maintain related constraints.

In this scenario, counts for a set of identifiers are incremented periodically across a number of geodistributed servers; the goal is to be able to quickly query the identities of the top k items in the set. Our algorithm introduces a pseudo-item that we call the marker. Its count always lies between that of the k-th and k + 1-th items. The algorithm maintains global predicates asserting that the items in the current top k all are above the marker, and that the rest of the items are all below. Our framework automatically maintains these predicates.

To evaluate this algorithm, we used a benchmark based on the HTTP request logs for the 1998 FIFA World-Cup website, which was served from 33 servers distributed across 4 regions [5]. This benchmark has been used in related work [6,
For comparison purposes, we implemented the more complex algorithm of Babcock and Olston in the Fabric system. Unlike prior work, both implementations guarantee strict serializability for updates and queries.

We created a top-level predictive treaty that queried for the 20 most popular pages. As in the original workload, 33 servers served the 4 regions, each logging its received HTTP requests. We ran a one-hour period of the request logs, with one transaction per page hit logged and a total of 84,398 requests processed. A client requested the current top 20 page identifiers every second, and both implementations ensured the top-20 set was up to date at all times.

Figure 12 shows the synchronizations required over time by our algorithm, compared with the Babcock and Olston algorithm. The results show that our algorithm synchronizes less by the end of the experiment, delivering better performance than that of a more complex algorithm specialized to the problem. The treaty implementation was simpler: its update routine was 100 lines of code versus 210 lines of code for our implementation of Babcock and Olston’s algorithm.

### 7.3 Modified TPC-C

The TPC-C benchmark allows us to compare with prior work and to validate that our approach scales to a larger benchmark. TPC-C is an OLTP benchmark that simulates a system for order entry and fulfillment.

For purposes of comparison, our variant of TPC-C is based on the one used by Roy et al. [43]. We similarly shard the database across multiple stores, with each item’s stock sharded across the stores. We make the realistic assumption that items are ordered with a nonuniform popularity, skewed across both items and the locations where they are ordered.

As in Roy et al., the database is initialized with 10 warehouses, 10 districts per warehouse, and 100 customers per district. There is an inventory of 1,000 items, for a total of 100,000 Stock objects. Initial stock levels are set randomly between 0 and 100.\(^5\) There are no orders in the initial state.

Each store, along with an associated 8 clients, experiences latency simulated to act like one of the EC2 regions. The workload consists of two of the TPC-C transactions, based on the two potentially distributed operations of the three most frequent transactions in TPC-C. The NewOrder transaction orders a random quantity (between 1 and 5) of a random item from a random district at a random warehouse. If there is insufficient stock to meet the order quantity, item stock is first replenished by adding 100 more items before decrementing the stock amount. The Delivery transaction enqueues the oldest order at a random warehouse and district for deferred processing. A thread at each warehouse later fulfills the order and charges the appropriate customer. Except when comparing our baseline with the performance reported by Roy et al., we do not include the Payment transaction, the remaining of the three most common transactions. Payment transactions do not require synchronization; they pad out the workload with operations that don’t have read–write conflicts with the other two transactions.

Like Roy et al., we avoid synchronization on every NewOrder transaction by relaxing the requirement for globally monotonic order IDs. Instead, they are generated monotonically on a per-shard basis. To determine the oldest order, the Delivery transaction requires a total ordering; we obtain one by breaking ties with the shard ID. Like Roy et al., we report NewOrder latencies as a distribution plot that captures the core system performance; throughput is directly affected by how long operations take, longer latencies lead to more bottlenecks and contention in the system producing worst throughput. Furthermore, these plots help identify the percentage of orders which coordinated or experienced contention with other transactions, where latency is nontrivial.

Lazy balancing baseline. For a performance baseline, we use a simple algorithm for sharded TPC-C orders that we call lazy balancing. It tries to fulfill orders entirely locally, but when the current store lacks enough stock, it synchronizes with the other stores to obtain the missing stock, and divides remaining stock equally among the stores. Lazy balancing does not pay any cost for setting up treaties, and performs especially well when there is no bias across stores, because all stores run out of stock around the same time and hence, treaties do not offer much performance benefit.

To determine whether lazy rebalancing is a competitive baseline, we compared it against the results published for the homeostasis protocol by Roy et al. [43]. When running the same TPC-C workload with the same network configuration they reported, lazy rebalancing achieves a 90th percentile NewOrder latency of 130ms and a 99th percentile of 200ms, whereas Roy et al. reported a 90th percentile of roughly 260 ms and a 99th percentile of well over 1 second.

\(^5\)OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) applications handle online transaction requests from external clients.

\(^5\)Random values are drawn from a uniform distribution.
The next two experiments involve a mix of 95% **NewOrder** and 5% **Delivery** transactions. The system is given 10 minutes of warm-up time so caches heat up and model parameters reach a steady state, followed by 10 minutes of measurement.

**Benefits of stipulated commit.** To demonstrate the benefits of stipulated commit, we implemented one version of the benchmark using stipulations, similar to the withdrawal example in Section 5.2, and one using treated preconditions; both enforce the invariant that total stock is positive for all items. These treaties allows clients to remove stock from the local region without synchronizing to ensure there was enough stock to accommodate oversales across the entire database.

We compare the performance of these two implementations with lazy balancing in a scenario with globally popular items: 1% of the items are ordered 50% of the time. The symmetry of this scenario makes it favorable to lazy balancing, but Figure 13 shows that in a 2-shard scenario, predictive treaties using stipulated commit perform similarly. Without stipulated commit, the latencies are higher with predictive treaties. Stipulated commit allows the application to avoid creating treaties tailored to specific order amounts.

**Skewed popularity.** We also evaluated a second scenario to which predictive treaties are particularly well suited: skewed popularity across shards. In these experiments, each replica has a share of "locally hot" items, and a majority of orders on each replica go to its locally hot items. This results in a skewed distribution of updates for each item across its sharded values, with most orders for each item happening at the replica where it is locally hot. We see the results for a skewed order distribution in Figure 14. Predictive treaties allow the system to adapt to uneven popularity across replicas, reducing synchronization over a lazily balanced implementation. With 2 replicas and 70% of orders going to locally hot items at each replica, the lazily balanced implementation synchronizes on 10.5% of orders, while the treaties implementation only synchronizes on 8%. In the highly skewed case where 90% of orders go to locally hot items, this gap in synchronization widens: the treaties implementation synchronizes on only 7.5% of orders, while lazy balancing synchronizes on 12.5%.

### 7.4 Discussion

Predictive treaties are particularly effective when treaties’ slack grows over time, as in the voting and top-k benchmarks. In this case, predictive treaties improve on previous techniques by rebalancing slack in the background, avoiding synchronization during client operations.

When, as in TPC-C, global slack does not grow, slack cannot be continuously rebalanced. However, the results show that predictive treaties still have benefits. The predictive model allows the system to automatically identify and adapt to the trends and distribution of slack across nodes.

In the unfavorable case where the workload violates the predictive model’s assumption of stable trends, the system can compensate by detecting and adapting to new trends. Organizing treaties hierarchically helps reduce overheads in these chaotic scenarios by restricting synchronizations to small local subsets of the nodes when possible.

### 8 Related Work

Many prior projects have investigated methods for avoiding contention and synchronization in applications by leveraging application-specific semantics. Even in single-store systems, the notion of using higher-level semantics to better manage contention has been proposed, including hierarchical reader-writer locking [22] and predicate locks [18]. Particular attention has been paid to this idea in the distributed application setting, with recent work trying to identify rules for when synchronization is unnecessary [7].
Predictive treaties are designed to improve performance of applications built on top of strongly consistent systems by enforcing application invariants. Some work instead starts with efficient systems with weaker consistency guarantees, such as eventual [51] or causal consistency [33], and introducing techniques such as reservations [42] or CRDTs [9, 45, 46] to enforce stronger guarantees where necessary.

In particular, Indigo [8] allows creating and using reservations to enforce programmer-specified application invariants in a causally consistent setting. Unlike predictive treaties, Indigo’s invariants are statically specified at compile time. They are limited to predicates expressible in first-order logic; for example, Indigo’s annotations could not enforce a graph connectedness invariant because it is not expressible in first-order logic [17] without further restrictions on the application, such as knowing all vertices in the graph at compile time. Predictive treaties do not have this limitation because they are generated at run time.

Like predictive treaties, some work focuses on monitoring distributed results that may not be invariant for the lifetime of the application, such as results of computation on stored state or the values seen in a stream [16]. Some of this work has examined thresholds on vector values [26, 47] and predictive models [21], but focuses on settings like sensor networks where strong consistency is not required.

Leveraging similar insights to anticipate how remote values will continue to behave, distributed simulations and games use dead reckoning [38, 48, 49]. This technique extrapolates the last known state and behavior of remote objects to perform tasks such as generating visuals. Dead reckoning is useful when immediately computing a inconsistent result is better than blocking the program to ensure a consistent result. In contrast, predictive treaties use a predictive model to make consistency cheaper.

Similar to the goal of metrics for providing a basis of high level strong guarantees on the system state, Conits [52] aims to provide high level consistency guarantees and systems like Pileus [50] offer APIs to directly specify SLA-style guarantees on reads and updates. These guarantees are primarily concerned with consistency of individually read and updated items whereas predictive treaties are intended to construct high-level semantic guarantees.

In settings that require stronger consistency guarantees, problems such as monitoring the top $k$ items in a ranked listing [6], thresholds on a single quantity [37], or thresholds on linear combinations [10, 43] have been studied. Prior work similarly divides a slack-like resource between nodes. MDCC [27] applies similar techniques to provide better concurrency for georeplicated values, processing transactions that commute without determining an explicit ordering. However, this work is focused on either specialized scenarios or guarantees on individual objects and has not leveraged predictive models nor time dependence to shift slack.

Warranties [32], like predictive treaties, allow for compositional predicates built from arbitrary computations. These computations were more general than metrics but assertions are limited to state on a single storage node. Like predictive treaties, warranties have time limits; however, once created, they cannot be revoked before they expire.

Both predictive treaties and warranties leverage compositionality to ensure that enforcement checks recompute only the subcomputations possibly affected by an update. Recomputing only the affected subcomputations to update a result has been explored in work on incremental self-adjusting computation [1, 12]. Incrop [12] applies this technique to Hadoop clusters. RDDs [53] use a similar technique for a more limited class of distributed applications in a cluster. In databases, this technique is used for incremental view maintenance [23], and TxCache [41] offers similar functionality for web applications. However, these techniques were not designed for high-latency, geodistributed settings.

9 Conclusion

Predictive treaties and metrics are new abstractions for building applications that can benefit from the ability to enforce assertions over their geodistributed state. Predictive treaties are defined in terms of metrics that can be maintained locally and computed hierarchically. Coordination across geographic distances can thereby be reduced. Our results show that these new abstractions permit programs to be straightforwardly built in terms of predictive treaties and metrics, with significant performance benefits.
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